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  Born an Angel Briley Rossiter,2013-05-07 An
innocent nine-year-old girl with a disease or
dystrophy making it impossible for her to ever
walk or run, is sitting in a jogging chair. You
have been trusted to be her feet, so you run; you
run like the wind Can you envision this? Well, I
certainly can because I have done that on many
occasions. Perhaps you should start running, and
who knows, maybe one day you will run with the
wind, too
  The Best Angel Stories 2 Editors of
Guideposts,2016-09-01 Featuring stories by Eben
Alexander, Mary C. Neal, Sophie Bernhard and many
others. Here from the editors of Angels on Earth
and Guideposts are 82 stories of real people who
encountered real angels—whether the angels appear
as a cloud of butterflies or a strain of heavenly
music or adorned with wings and robes, these
messengers offer assurance that we are never alone
and that we are watched over, cared for, and
loved. Included here are classic stories from
Angels on Earth magazine, favorite angel stories
from other books and magazines, and all-new
stories that have never before been told. Meet
people who have experienced impossible rescues and
amazing protection, received messages of love and
comfort from beyond, and died and visited heaven
before returning to Earth. See how the innocence
of a child or the loyalty of a beloved pet can
draw angels to your side. This big book of angel
stories covers core angel categories: Angels on
Assignment Angels Watching over Me Calling All
Angels Angels from the Realms of Glory Touched by
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an Angel Sleep in Heavenly Peace Hark! The Herald
Angels Sing! This is a book filled with hope and
healing. Indeed, it is a book for anyone who wants
affirmation that that we are not alone—that help
is on the way from the other side.
  Angels in My Hair Lorna Byrne,2011-11-01
INTERNATIONAL BETSELLER • In this uplifting
autobiography, a modern-day Irish mystic shares
her vivid encounters and conversations with the
angelsand spirits she has known her entire life.
With an afterword on angels and America and a
bonus chapter on how to connect with your angel
Lorna Byrne physically sees and talks with angels
every day and has done so ever since she was a
baby. As a young child, she assumed everyone could
see the angels who always accompanied her. Adults,
however, were often skeptical, concerned that
Lornadid not seem to be focusing on the world
around her. Today, sick and troubled people from
all around the world are drawn to her for comfort
and healing, and theologians of different faiths
seek her guidance. Angels in My Hair is a moving
and deeply inspirational chronicle of Lorna’s
remarkable life story. Invoking a wonderful sense
of place, she describes growing up poor in Ireland
and marrying the man of her dreams—only to have
the marriage cut short by tragedy. Angels in My
Hair has garnered overwhelming responses from
readers from many walks of life, giving them hope
and helping them to realize that no matter how
alone they might feel they always have a guardian
angel by their side.
  I Have an Angel of My Very Own Patty F
Childs,2019-05-13 Who would have thought it, Death
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would snatch you that day. I wonder... Did the
Angels carry you away? When Patty Childs
unexpectedly lost her husband, she began wondering
about life after death and what Heaven was like.
While picturing angels carrying her husband, Patty
contemplated whether he saw Heaven's golden gates
or if his loved ones were waiting for him, along
with his dog, Old Blue. In an inspirational poem
accompanied by vivid illustrations, Patty asks
questions about our loved ones' lives in Heaven.
Within her verse, Patty wonders whether the sun
shines in Heaven, whether the streets are made
from gold, whether its eternal dwellers must live
by the Golden Rule, or whether they are able to
see God and stand in his glory. I Have An Angel of
My Very Own shares a moving poem and accompanying
illustrations that will bring joy, hope, and
comfort to those suffering from loss.
  Angel Fire L. A. Weatherly,2012-01-24 In Book
Two of L. A. Weatherly’s wildly romantic, action-
packed trilogy, the angels are back with a
vengeance . . . and they don’t have heaven in
mind. In the wake of the Second Wave, the angel
menace has exploded, and Alex and Willow are on
the lam. Willow’s prophetic dream points them to
Mexico City, where they connect with a fledgling
group of angel killers led by the exotically
beautiful Kara, an Angel Killer from Alex’s past.
But the team remains suspicious of Willow, even
after the more-experienced Alex takes over as
leader, training them hard for a rush attack on
the Seraphic Council, or “The Twelve.” This elite
group of all-powerful angels is also under the
scrutiny of Willow’s angel-father, Raziel, who has
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his own sinister plan to defeat them. What Willow
hasn’t told Alex is that there was also a
mysterious boy in her dream, one she felt
overpoweringly attracted to. When brooding,
gorgeous Seb shows up in the flesh, he turns out
to be another — possibly the world’s only other —
half angel. He’s been searching for Willow all his
life, and when Alex enlists this rival to help
keep Willow safe, he can’t predict what chemistry
will pass between them . . . or how far Willow
might go to keep Alex safe. Will their love endure
or spell doomsday for the human race?
  Iron Angel Alan Campbell,2008-04-29 In this
stunning follow-up to his epic fantasy debut, Alan
Campbell propels readers into a captivating city
battling for its own survival—and that of
humankind—in a world of deities and demons, fallen
angels and killers. After a destructive battle,
the ancient swaying city of Deepgate has been
overtaken. Most of the chains that suspend it have
given way, toxic fumes are emanating from blazing
structures, and the temple once inhabited by the
ruling Presbyter now dangles upside down above the
once-uncharted abyss. The victorious Spine have
initiated martial law and are ruthlessly pursuing
all who attempt to leave. Amid the turmoil, two
captives are returned. Arriving by ship are the
young angel Dill, now toughened by war, and
traitor assassin Rachel Hael. Incarcerated in the
slowly crumbling temple, the two await their fate,
while from the abyss beneath them ghosts rise—for
the death of the god Ulcis has left open the gates
to Hell. But on orders from his divine brethren,
Cospinol, the god of brine and fog, is traveling
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the world to Deepgate to seal this breach. His
great skyship is being dragged through the air by
the giant John Anchor, a monster of a man enslaved
to pull the god’s vessel, moving slowly,
inevitably, toward the city. As the city waits,
teetering on the brink, myriad plans for vengeance
are set in motion, from the continent of
Pandemeria to Heaven itself. Among them is a
ghostly archon sent to deliver a message to the
gods on earth—using Dill as his vessel. Thrust
from his body, Dill’s own soul returns to Hell.
When Dill and Rachel are attacked by Spine
assassins, Rachel has no choice but to try to
escape with the creature that calls itself
Dill…and to somehow find a way to restore her
friend’s soul before it’s too late. For powerful
forces are stirring, and in the coming battle
between gods, it is the world of men that is at
stake.
  Falling Angel William Hjortsberg,2012-03-13
Edgar Award Finalist: The hunt for a vanished
singer leads a detective into the depths of the
occult in this “terrific” novel (Stephen King).
Big-band frontman Johnny Favorite was singing for
the troops when a Luftwaffe fighter squadron
strafed the bandstand, killing the crowd and
leaving the singer near death. The army returned
him to a private hospital in upstate New York,
leaving him to live out his days as a vegetable
while the world forgot him. But Louis Cyphre never
forgets. Cyphre had a contract with the singer,
stipulating payment upon Johnny’s death—payment
that will be denied as long as Johnny clings to
life. When Cyphre hires private investigator Harry
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Angel to find Johnny at the hospital, Angel learns
that the singer has disappeared. It is no ordinary
missing-person’s case. Everyone he questions dies
soon after, as Angel’s investigation ensnares him
in a bizarre tangle of black magic, carnival
freaks, and grisly voodoo. When the sinister Louis
Cyphre begins appearing in Angel’s dreams, the
detective fears for his life, his sanity, and his
soul. Falling Angel was the basis for the Alan
Parker film Angel Heart, starring Mickey Rourke,
Robert De Niro, and Lisa Bonet. This ebook
features an illustrated biography of William
Hjortsberg including rare photos from the author’s
personal collection.
  Five Seasons Of Angel Glenn Yeffeth,2004-09-10
The constellation of characters and themes created
in Angel, the popular Buffy the Vampire Slayer
spin-off, are explored in this collection of
essays. A vampire author, a sex expert, a TV
critic, a science fiction novelist, and Buffy
writer Nancy Holder provide essays examining the
different issues relating to the series, including
Angelus as the prototypical high school bully,
Angel as victim, Wesley's many transformations,
how Spike fits into Angel, the takeover of Wolfram
& Hart, and Lindsey's moral center.
  The Angel Numbers Book Mystic
Michaela,2021-12-14 Have you ever noticed yourself
waking up at exactly the same time every night? Or
find yourself stuck on a certain page number of a
book? What about seeing those very numbers
repeated on signs and license plates while you
travel? Numbers repeated throughout your day are
one major way that angels communicate guidance,
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warning, and praise to let you know whether the
path you are on is right for you. The Angel
Numbers Book can help you decipher these messages.
Here you'll receive the tools to understand the
meaning of each number and number pattern sent by
your angel guides. You'll also find space to
record and reflect on the numbers you see,
cultivating meanings that are personal to you and
your experiences. You'll learn to turn your
attention toward the communications of your angel
guides, strengthen your understanding of the
messages they are sending, and stay more tune in
whenever they're trying to speak to you. Unlock
your potential -- and light the way to a more
satisfying, meaningful life -- with The Angel
Numbers Book! --
  Angel L.A. Weatherly,2010-10-01 Willow knows
she's different from other girls. And not just
because she loves tinkering around with cars.
Willow has a gift. She can look into people's
futures, know their dreams, their hopes and their
regrets, just by touching them. She has no idea
where she gets this power from... But Alex does.
Gorgeous, mysterious Alex knows Willow's secret
and is on a mission to stop her. The dark forces
within Willow make her dangerous - and
irresistible. In spite of himself, Alex finds he
is falling in love with his sworn enemy. Utterly
intoxicating and deeply compelling, Angel is an
epic tale of love, destiny and sacrifice.
  Undercover Angel Cynthia Rutledge,2000
Undercover Angel by Cynthia Rutledge released on
Nov 24, 2000 is available now for purchase.
  Angel Burn L. A. Weatherly,2011-05-24 They’re
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out for your soul . . . and they don’t have heaven
in mind. (Age 14 and up) Willow knows she’s
different from other girls, and not just because
she loves tinkering with cars. Willow has a gift.
She can look into the future and know people’s
dreams and hopes, their sorrows and regrets, just
by touching them. She has no idea where this power
comes from. But the assassin, Alex, does.
Gorgeous, mysterious Alex knows more about Willow
than Willow herself. He knows that her powers link
to dark and dangerous forces, and that he’s one of
the few humans left who can fight them. When Alex
finds himself falling in love with his sworn
enemy, he discovers that nothing is as it seems,
least of all good and evil. In the first book in
an action-packed, romantic trilogy, L..A.
Weatherly sends readers on a thrill-ride of a road
trip - and depicts the human race at the brink of
a future as catastrophic as it is deceptively
beautiful.
  Angel Mage Garth Nix,2019-10-01 A new fantasy
masterpiece from Garth Nix, bestselling author of
the Old Kingdom series. More than a century has
passed since Liliath crept into the empty
sarcophagus of Saint Marguerite, fleeing the Fall
of Ystara. But she emerges from her magical sleep
still beautiful, looking no more than nineteen,
and once again renews her single-minded quest to
be united with her lover, Palleniel, the archangel
of Ystara. It's a seemingly impossible quest, but
Liliath is one of the greatest practitioners of
angelic magic to have ever lived, summoning angels
and forcing them to do her bidding. Four young
people hold her interest: Simeon, a studious
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doctor-in-training; Henri, a dedicated fortune
hunter; Agnez, a glory-seeking musketeer; and
Dorotea, icon-maker and scholar of angelic magic.
The four feel a strange kinship from the moment
they meet but do not suspect their importance. And
none of them know just how Liliath plans to use
them, as mere pawns in her plan, no matter the
cost to everyone else . . . Fans of Cassandra
Clare, Holly Black, and Leigh Bardugo will fall in
love with Angel Mage, a feminist fantasy that
takes place in an alternate European world ruled
by fearsome magic and deadly passions. * PW Best
Books 2019 * Bank Street College of Education Best
Children's Book of the Year (2020) *
  Nobody's Angel Shannon Humphrey,2020-09-15 Opal
Lake's bad girl. Hope Casey's worst enemy.
Stealing at the mall, sneaking into clubs, dating
older boys... bad girl Angel Sherman was living
her best life. She had no clue about space,
ancient curses, or galactic wars. Until a dark war
erupts in her town. Now Angel sees fire inside
heads of other people. Images float in the air.
She swears she’s going crazy. But this dark poison
consumes all that Angel loves. The girl who warned
them all is dead- Hope Casey, Angel's worst enemy.
But on her way to her death, Hope left behind her
prized possessions. They are the one thing that
will help Angel soar. Now Angel has real power to
settle scores. Until the dark poison turns its
sharp blades on her.
  Angel's Glow Brannon Hollingsworth,Davis E.
Riddle, Shiloh! It is the bloodiest battle the
nation had ever experienced. Men from both sides
had their notions of gallantry ripped away by
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ragged shrapnel and hot lead in the woods of
Tennessee. For Corporal Alisdair Peacock, among
the torn bodies was waged another battle, one to
save the stricken from their wounds. Wielding a
terrible bone saw and using his pocket sewing kit,
the young preacher-turned-surgeon fought through
the battle and the dreadful disease-filled days
that followed to stave off the reaper of death.
Against him fought the creeping malevolence that
plagued armies in war throughout time called
disease. But this foe was not some unseen creature
in the air or water, but a bizarre man lying mere
feet away among the stricken. Filled with malice,
the nameless stranger killed his prey with a mere
touch, spreading fevers and plagues with hateful
abandon. Would Peacock discover his vengeful enemy
and his wicked plans before time was out? Would he
discover God's true mission for him? Would he
discover the truth of the Angel's Glow?
  Green Angel Alice Hoffman,2010-02-01 Alice
Hoffman is at her magical best in a new novel
about loss and healing.When her family is lost in
a terrible disaster, 15-yr-old Green is haunted by
loss and by the past. Struggling to survive
physically and emotionally in a place where
nothing seems to grow and ashes are everywhere,
Green retreats into the ruined realm of her
garden. But in destroying her feelings, she also
begins to destroy herself, erasing the girl she'd
once been as she inks ravens into her skin. It is
only through a series of mysterious encounters --
with a ghostly white dog and a mute boy -- that
Green relearns the lessons of love and begins to
heal as she tells her own story.
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  Angel Power Janice T. Connell,2015-03-18 There
are many angels, maybe as many as the stars in the
sky . . . . And every single one of these precious
beings offers the world unique blessings. ANGEL
POWER describes the special tasks and
responsibilities of each of the Nine Choirs of
Angels. The Seraphim, Cherubim, and Thrones are
angels of goodness, love, and wisdom. The Angels
of Dominion are angels of leadership. From the
Virtue Angels flow miracles of healing, comfort,
and peace. The Power Angels are special warriors
against evil and defenders of goodness. The
Principalities, Archangels, and Angels administer
our planet. By illuminating each Choir's special
powers, the author enables us more easily to draw
upon its particular, radiant light. Weaving her
own personal angel experiences together with angel
prayers and with true angel stories she has been
told, the author teaches us to open ourselves to
angelic guidance, support, and protection. Her
book spreads before us a dazzling and profoundly
reassuring prospect of angel power at work -- a
vision so beautiful and potent that those who
experience it feel they know heaven on earth.
  Angel Boy David Muecke,2010-05 This book
illustrates that life has it highs and lows, but
tomorrow is another day, so make the most of each
and every day. A modern-day Huck Finn is said to
illustrate the character (Angel Boy) and his
experiences. Only with the riches that you are
born with, love of life, family, and friends, can
you truly live. These, along with his dramatic
occurrences in life, are fluid throughout the
book. My reason for creating Angel Boy is to tell
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the world that life is exactly what you make of
it. If you believe in yourself, I mean truly
believe, then a person can do just about anything
they dream of. You only get one chance at life, so
live it wisely! It is up to you to make the right
choices each and every day. This story will
enlighten you and illustrates to you that the
world is yours. Yours to experience to the
fullest. Do it right, give it all that you have,
and live it richly like Angel Boy! Find your place
to call home! This book is great for people of all
ages! Can you tell what parts of the book are
based on true life experiences and what are not?
Sure this book has a touch of real experiences and
can entertain all sorts of readers. Enjoy Angel
Boy, it is only one of several books to fallow.
  I Saw an Angel Today Marcelline Moore,2018-03-10
I Saw an Angel Today is a nonfictional book of
short stories about the earth angels of today and
in history, who are changing or have changed
humanity. They are everyday people unknowingly
affecting others by opening their hearts, sharing
their gifts, following their passion, and offering
their mind, body, and soul to others. They are
musical, historical, spiritual, and global events
involving work, family and friends, celebrities,
health and wellness, and anonymous angels. It is
also a quizzical type of book offering the readers
a game of who done it by trying to figure out
which amazing earth angel Marcelline is referring
to.
  Angel of the Underground David
Andreas,2017-12-08 A teenage girl in foster care
confronts spiritual doubt and soul-chilling terror
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in “a sinister and atmospheric story that will
appeal to horror fans” (Booklist). When three
children in a Catholic group home are brutally
murdered, the survivors are hurried into separate
foster homes across Long Island. Robin Hills, a
fifteen-year-old who has spent the past several
years under religious care, is thrust into a new,
dysfunctional family with no spiritual beliefs. No
longer protected by the religion and the nun she
had come to love, Robin is completely alone and
enveloped in fear. As the murders continue and
Robin fears she may become the next victim, her
faith increasingly falters. However, she finds
solace in a budding friendship with Dennis, a boy
her age living in her new foster home. Dennis’s
kindness, his acceptance of Robin, and his bravery
in the face of evil—born of his passion for horror
movies—combine to reassure her that she’ll survive
the killings. Armed with this new friendship and
fueled by a rage she finally discovers within
herself, Robin must find the courage and self-
reliance to confront the darkest aspects of human
depravity. “Andreas’s debut novella, Angel of the
Underground, will remind many horror fans of
Stephen King’s first published novel, Carrie . . .
Andreas’s tight and tense horror tale is a
spellbinding and clever debut. He also has more on
his mind than merely a straightforward thriller.
His smart, sympathetic and engaging teen heroine
grapples with the Catholic faith that has
sustained her for so many years but now seems to
have abandoned her. Proving good things come in
small packages (the novel is just 165 pages),
Angel of the Underground is a tight and thoughtful
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thriller, and a stellar introduction to a fresh
new voice.” —Shelf Awareness “The grit in Angel is
laudable—as is Andreas’ determination to push our
faces right up into some very uncomfortable
domestic horrors.” —Rue Morgue Magazine
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of the
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of the
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and
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of the
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of the
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publishing -
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